THE AMERICAN LEGION SCOUTING PROGRAM IS PROUD TO PRESENT THE

Illinois State Badge

If your scout is interested in earning the Illinois State Badge, he or she, must complete the following requirements:

REQUIREMENTS:

- Name the State Animal
- Name the State Bird
- Name the State Tree
- Name the State Flower
- Name the State Insect
- Name the State Fish
- Name the State Prairie Grass
- Explain the Symbol on the State Flag
- What year did Illinois become a state
- What is the State Slogan
- What is the State Nickname
- What is the name of our State Capitol
- Make a report on a Famous Illinoisan
- Visit a historical place in Illinois and report what happened there
- Learn about the Native Americans who lived nearby and give a report on their history and customs
- Perform a conservation or a service project for your community

Upon completion of all the requirements bring your reports to your leader for review and qualification of the award.

Contact American Legion - State of Illinois Scouting Committee for patch availability

Boy Scout Chairman: ALBERT P. GANGOLF  708/757-6624